Canonbury Home Learning
Year 6 Reading
Tuesday 19th May 2020
LO: To retrieve and record key information.
Chapter 12: The Mirror of the Erised.
Starter: Read Chapter 12: The mirror of the Erised.
Mirror of erised, according to Albus Dumbledore, is a magical mirror that
reflects the deepest desires of our hearts.

Answer these retrieval questions as quickly and as accurately as possible.
Questions
1. Why were Ron and his brother’s staying at home for Christmas? (209)
Because Mr and Mrs Weasley were gig Romania to visit Charlie.
2. How many Christmas trees were in the great hall? (211)
No fewer than twelve towering Christmas trees
3. Harry and his friends look for Nicholas Flamal in four books. What are they called?
212)
Great Wizards of the Twentieth Century, or Notable Magical Names of our Time,
Important Modern Magical Discoveries, A Study of Recent Developments in
Wizardry
4. What sorts of books were in the restricted section of the library? (212)
All contained powerful dark magic that had never been taught at Hogwarts and
only read by students studying advanced Defence against the Dark Arts.

5. What presents did Harry get for Christmas? Who were they from? (214-215)
A wooden flute, 50p, had knitted sweater, home-made fudge, Chocolate Frogs
and an Invisibility cloak
6. Using words from the book, write a description of the invisibility cloak. (216)
‘Silvery-grey, shining invisibility cloak that can move and feels like water.
7. What did Harry get from the wizardry crackers? (219)
A pack of non-explodable, luminous balloons, a grow your own warts kit, and his
own wizard chess.
8. Describe the mirror and its inscription. (223)
A magnificent mirror as high as the ceiling, with and ornate gold frame, standing on
two clawed feet. At the top of it is inscribed: Erised stra ehru oy tube cafu oyt on
wohsi.
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9. What did Harry and Ron see in the mirror? (223-226)
Harry –His family, people that looked like him.
Ron –Himself as headboy, holding the House and Quidditch cup

10. According to Dumbledore, what is wrong with the mirror? (229)
The Mirror gives neither knowledge or truth

Final Task: Read chapter 13 -Nicolas Flamel.

